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IRDAI Committee To Study ‘Bima Vahak’, ‘Bima Vistaar’ As Part Of ‘Insurance For All’ Scheme 

 

The Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority of India (IRDAI) is taking on varied regulatory 

reforms towards reaching the target of “insurance for all.” 

To this impact, the insurance regulator has arrange a 24-member committee to develop and counsel 

an reasonably priced and complete cowl for the agricultural inhabitants by way of the Bima Vahaak 

and Bima Vistaar schemes, it introduced in a latest notification. 

Bima Vahaak intends to type a women-centric insurance distribution channel, which is prone to foster 

higher belief and construct consciousness about insurance merchandise within the rural components 

of India. 

Through Bima Vistaar, the committee will goal to convey to the forefront schemes like parametric 

insurance amongst others, with a purpose to present broad protection for rural India within the 

occasion of pure disasters, similar to floods, and earthquakes, to call a number of. 

It is hoped the 2 schemes will assist in constructing a stronger security web for the residents of rural 

India who’re most impacted by these pure calamities. The product providing and serving for 

purchasers will in fact plug into the Bima Sugam platform to offer prospects a seamless expertise, 

whether or not be or not it’s enrolment, servicing, or for claims. 

According to the notification, the 24-member committee will goal to handle a number of basic 

elements of the schemes across the following targets: 

1] To develop and counsel the structure and operation of Bima Vahak – a women-centric distribution 

channel centered on reaching rural and/or untapped areas. The committee can even attempt to 

advocate a regulatory framework for a similar. 

2] To develop and counsel an reasonably priced, accessible, and complete cowl for the agricultural 

inhabitants, on a profit based mostly/parametric construction by way of Bima Vistaar, and advocate a 

regulatory framework, subsequently. 

3] To discover and advocate methods to result in synergies within the working and operations of Bima 

Vahak, Bima Vistaar, and the digital platform, Bima Sugam . 
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The committee is prone to submit its report back to the IRDAI chairman inside 21 days of the date of 

this notification. 

Says IRDAI within the round: “In order to facilitate the supply of an reasonably priced, easy, however 

complete cowl to the hitherto untapped areas and rural inhabitants, it’s obligatory to grasp the wants 

and necessities in these areas and formulate appropriate threat cowl and customised distribution 

channels who admire the market dynamics in such areas. Field forces in distant areas must construct 

the belief of the native inhabitants and be extra affected person and persuasive to be 

in a position to clarify the nuances of the necessity for threat cowl. In this context, a women-centric 

distribution mannequin emerges as an apt various.” 

The round provides, “Latest developments in technology, like Artificial Intelligence (AI)/ Machine 

Learning (ML) can be gainfully utilised by creating a digital platform to reach the last mile.” 

According to insurance trade specialists, the 2 schemes – Bima Vahak and Bima Vistaar – are a step in 

the proper path. These will assist discover how insurance penetration may be elevated in semi-urban, 

rural cities, or in villages. 

According to them, these steps will go a great distance in narrowing the safety hole between the 

insured and the uninsured or underinsured inhabitants. 

Says Tapan Singhel, managing director and CEO, Bajaj Allianz General Insurance: “I see this as a very 

progressive step towards increasing insurance penetration in the country with a focus on rural India. 

I am confident that the committee will come out with innovative workable solutions towards reducing 

the protection gap.” 


